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This is how it works 

To earn Credits you have to complete these Tasks. With those Credits, you can buy Questions 
which will give you Travel Points when you answer them right. The Team with the most Travel 
Points wins. 

You can choose which Tasks you would like to do yourself. Only the Team-photo is mandatory. 

Making clips and photo's 

Big files are hard to upload. With the format of a smartphone-picture is nothing wrong, but make 
sure the DSLR is set to a lower resolution or quality. 

Editing videos can be a lot of work. If you have a smartphone you can use the Vine app. Free for 
iPhone, Android and Windows. With this app you can easily make clips. The app will even upload 
them for you so you only have to hand in the link. Totally worth the effort! 

Of course you are not allowed to use editing software like Photoshop, unless it is mentioned in the 
Task that it is allowed. Of course you can make a collage. Only submit files of which you own the 
rights. 

Safety 

When doing the Tasks make sure to watch out for you safety and those of other scouts or innocent 
bystanders. Safety above all!! Don't drive if you have had alcohol. The Team can decide which 
tasks will be executed or not, no one else has anything to say about this. Keep it fair and safe.  



Group picture 
You have to hand in: photo 

Submit your group picture here. The picture should show at least your team members and one or 
more group Flags. You can go for a formal ceremonial picture, but something more creative is also 
appreciated! 

  

Challenging Scout Techniques 

Floating bed 
You have to hand in: photo 

How romantic: waking-up next to your loved one on a bed in a lake in the mountains. Sunrise, 
birds, everything. Got the picture? 

Build that. A bed with two lovers floating in a lake, canal, ditch, sea or pool.. 

  

Lawn mower 
You have to hand in: film 

Lawn mowing is so much work. There are more efficient ways to do that. Get yourself a lawn 
mower and attach it to some kind of pole with a rope. Make sure the thing drives itself and film it. 
Something like this: http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2015/task/grasmaaier.jpg 

  

Square donuts 
You have to hand in: vine 

Sometimes it's good to ask yourself why things are as they are. And sometimes you just have to try 
other options. Time for some out of the box thinking. 

Bake yourself at least 5 square-shaped (real) donuts and create a nice Vine clip of the process and 
result. Bon appetit :) 

  

Ties and scarfs 
You have to hand in: photo 

As a scout you wear a scarf. In some countries (like The Netherlands) groups have their own scarf. 
A lot of companies or clubs have their own tie. Collect 5 company-related ties on one photo. 

(The Task makes more sense in Dutch, because the word for scarf and tie is the same) 

  



Construction adhesive 
You have to hand in: vine 

In the category "nice-cool-awesome-I-HAVE-to-have-this": http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-
2015/task/saus.jpg 

Get yourself two empty tubes of constructions adhesive and fill them with two sauces you like to 
put on your hamburger. Create a vine clip where you actually put the sauce on your hamburger the 
way you normally handle these adhesives (with a holder). 

(Unsafe to eat it!) 

  

Shower cabin 
You have to hand in: photo 

The more soap, the better. Fill your douche cabin with at least one meter of soap. Like this: 
http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2015/task/shower.jpg 

  

A drone in your household 
You have to hand in: vine 

Drones are hip. But you are probably still a bit looking for useful applications. Luckily we thought of 
something for you. Fly your drone from the kitchen to your room, carying a basket of snacks. 
You're lying lazy on the couch in your room, watching your favorite tv-show. Create a Vine of the 
flight. 

  

Expression 

Toast 
You have to hand in: photo 

Make a grilled cheese sandwich on a server (computer). If you happen to have a photo of this from 
previous edition of iScout, you can hand this one in by exception. Make sure, in that case, that we 
can recognize your team as makers of the photo. 

  

Threatning letter 
You have to hand in: photo 

Write us a threatening letter spelled with cutout characters from papers and magazines. The letter 
includes at least a salutation, says us what to do and the consequence if we won't. Take a picture 
of the result on or with your flag. Create a collage if needed. 

  



Vine-ception 
You have to hand in: vine 

Create a vine clip. Then, create another vine clip in which your first one plays an important role. 

Get it? Do it :) 
If not or need some inspiration:? Check this: https://vine.co/v/htKi1djMQVd 

To whole setting of the clip is up to you. Pass on a box or your flag, but cycling trough the clips is 
also an option. Hand-in your second clip only and make sure both clips show at least your group 
flag. Be creative and good luck! 

  

Wall painting 
You have to hand in: photo 

Looking at your cellphone or game console, you might forget the world around you a bit. It would 
be great if people looked outside and explored a bit more. We would like to help to make this 
change a bit more easy.  

Decorate the wall around a window with a sketch of a smartphone or game controller. Something 
like this: http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2015/task/gameBoyWindow.jpg 

  

Identity 

The Milkmaid by Vermeer 
You have to hand in: photo 

Photograph a modern interpretation of The Milkmaid by Vermeer. Create the right setting: window, 
table, the 'maid', the can, bread etc. Replace one of the main items with something modern and 
hand-in the photo of the result. The original: https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/nl/collectie/SK-A-2344 and 
http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2015/task/vermeer.jpg 

  

International 

Virtual drive 
You have to hand in: film 

Inspired by the videoclip of 'Alwadamehetten' by Kenji Minogue 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LTVW1ad6KsA): Shoot a nice clip with use of Google's 
Streetview. Drive over Broadway, New York. At Union Square, look outside the side window to 
view the market. The clip is shot from the perspective of the driver. So, the wheel, dashboard and 
door or side window are visible. 

  

Outdoors 

Supermaket basket 
You have to hand in: photo 

If you ever looked around in a city in the Netherlands, you'll find a lot of bikes with a (supermarket) 
basket attached to it. That's comfortable as you can easily transport some small stuff around. 
However, you still have to walk out of the supermarket with your arm filled with groceries. 



Therefore, ride your bike with basket into the supermarkt. Take a nice photo of you shopping some 
dish soap with your supermarket basket on your bike. 

  

On expedition 
You have to hand in: photo 

A well-known fictional figure, explorer and Scout is Indiana Jones. Make a tribute to him with a 
photo, by going on a typical Indiana Jones expedition. Including a cave, lantern, tropical explorer 
hat, binoculars and cave paintings on the rocks. 

  

Knot board 2.0 
You have to hand in: photo 

In a real Scout building we find at least a knot board. 

Create such a knot board with at least ten real knots, but this time made from phone chargers, 
USB-cables, earphones, UTP and such. Beneath each knot, a sticker with its name is visible. The 
complete board is mounted to the wall. 

  

Save and Healthy 

Out of the window, differently 
You have to hand in: film 

Also this sixth edition, we ask you to throw something out of the window. But now a bit different. 
Do heavy objects fall faster than light objects? To test it, find yourself two windows at, let's say, a 
fourth floor (counting the American way). Throw simultaniously a heavy and a light object out of 
these windows and film it. 
Be careful and clean up your mess afterwards. ;)  
The answer: it depends. You can find this in your physics book or (more entertaining) have a look 
at this clip: http://youtu.be/AYz_K3mwq6A 

  

Safety instructions 
You have to hand in: film 

As a World Traveler, you spend a lot of time on airplanes for sure. So, you've also watched 
numerous safety instructions by now. The lady in the clip below tries to do her best to make that 
part of the journey a bit more interesting, but we think that you can do even better! 
Film your safety instructions and include at least: a person who demonstrates, a person who 
speaks, instructions about safety belts, smoking, the weather and annoying kids. Perform in a 
tram, train, bus or airplane (bonus for this last one). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=07LFBydGjaM - or search for 'Hilarious SWA Flight attendant' 

  



Counting calories 
You have to hand in: collage 

If you're ever bored while having a meal, you might have checked the packages of your food. Ever 
noticed the amount of calories in some products? 
These creatives from BuzzFeed made a nice clip about that: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rgaqwFPU7cc 

Create a collage of photos showing piles of food. Every photo should show (almost) exactly 2000 
calories. Ingredients to include: chips, pasta, some pastries that go well with coffee, cans of energy 
drink, meat you eat with/on bread. 

  

Sports and Games 

Yellow/orange light 
You have to hand in: photo 

Take a picture of 12 scouts (recognizable) beneath a traffic light on yellow/orange. 

  

Hallway swimming 
You have to hand in: film 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UhkO3RkCScs 
Clear, right? Find yourselves a slippery floor and good luck with your swim exercise with at least 5 
people! :) 
Maybe you can do some cleaning on forehand.  
Create a short videoclip of it. 

  

Bingo 
You have to hand in: photo 

At 21:00 CET we start a nice game of Bingo. Download your Bingo card here and play! We'll 
publish a link to the stream on Twitter with #iScout15 #LastMinute. 
http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2015/task/bingoCard-version-f8gf7dg98fd.pdf 

  

Yoghurt bucket 
You have to hand in: vine 

You probably know these 'buckets' filled with yoghurt including some sweet fruity stuff at the 
bottom. Of course you want to mix this stuff before you open the bucket. 
In order to do that, find yourselves a paint mix machine. Like the ones used in the paint and 
hardware stores: https://www.google.com/search?q=verfschudder&tbm=isch 
Hand in a Vine clip of the mixing yoghurt. 

  

Cutlery 
You have to hand in: photo 

Get your cutlery and a few cans together as shown on this photo. Send us your photo of the result. 
http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2015/task/bestek.jpg 

  



Internet Explorer 
You have to hand in: photo 

Of course, you all use Chrome to play iScout. Hopefully you don't have to use IE in your daily life. 

Get yourself at least 7 different toolbars for Internet Explorer and install them. The space on your 
screen that is left shows your team flag. Hand in a photo (no screenshot) of the monitor showing 
the browser. 

  

Sorted by color 
You have to hand in: photo 

Sort at least 10 cars on color. Something like this: http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-
2015/task/carColour1.jpg and http://os01.iscoutgame.com/game-2015/task/carColour2.jpg.  

Hand in a photo of the result and make sure there is enough light to reveal the color of the cars. So 
find a spot with enough street lights, a parking garage, working lights. Something like that. 

There are at least 5 different colors involved. 

  

The Mill wing 
You have to hand in: vine 

We're still at the beginning of 2015 and you probably ask yourself what the hype of this year is 
going to be. We would like to give it a shot. 'Mill wings' it is. 
Check out: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZBvwHaejV2M&t=2m34s 

Create your own Mill Wing clip or Vine with at least 3 people. 

  

 


